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Crafty
Time

By Dave Pierik
Shelton-Mason County Journal

Fun With Ponds & Streams!

Water features are fun and easy to create. You don’t even need to use a ruler.

☞

You will need:

1. Mark & cut

• Tools: scissors,
paintbrushes

2. Edges

• Materials:
cardboard,
masking tape,
sand, school glue,
acrylic paints, little
twigs, dried moss

Think about what you want. For this example I
decided I wanted one fairly large pond and two
curvy stream sections similar in size to the roads
we made previously, to go under the bridge we
made. Streams and ponds are natural, so mark
the bases freehand. Cut with scissors.

3. Tape to clamp

Tape to clamp Strips of corrugated
cardboard are super bendy, especially with
curves like these. Clamp them down with
making tape until the glue dries.

6. Raised features

Brush and blow any extra sand or grit from
where your water will be. On the clean
cardboard, squeeze lines of glue in the
directions the water will look like it is going.
Let dry.

Along the edges you cut earlier, cut extra curvy
strips, about a quarter to a half-inch wide. These
will be your stream banks and the edge of the
pond. They can be in multiple pieces if needed,
following along the margin of where the water
will be, but leaving an outside edge of about a
quarter inch. Glue them down.

4. Remove tape

Now that the glue is dry, carefully peel the
masking tape off. Be careful not to take
too much extra material off with it. Pull it
sideways, not too fast.

5. Sand flocking

Run a fairly heavy bead of glue along both
sides of the strips, enough to cover most of
the corrugated sides of the cardboard. Now
sprinkle plenty of sand on the wet glue.
Shake off the excess and you’ve completed
the flocking step. Let dry.

7. Basecoats – blues

8. Mixed basecoats

In nature, water includes blue but includes
lots of colors and reflections. For this
example, I glopped two blues and a white
onto my cardboard palette and spun them
around a little with a big brush. Paint the
darker areas toward the middle.

The water’s edges should be browns, tans
and grays for the silt and sand look. The
outside edges should be greens. While you
have all of these nice wet paints going,
carefully mix just a little of this color back
into the water near the banks.

